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In this last issue for 2015, I invite
you to discover a facet of “the
digital world” at UTC, a new world
evolving from a real revolution, a
new paradigm.
It is the 40th anniversary of
computational mechanics at
UTC, a specialty which is now
an integral component of the chain of industrial product
design, using modelling and optimization techniques
to attain targets of industrial competitivity, compliance
with environmental constraints, energy saving and safety
factors. Computational mechanics is one of UTC’s
‘excellence’ areas with rich prospects ahead, notably in
the field of physics applied to complex, multi-physical and
multi-scale environments such as “urban physics”.
Digital modelling is not restricted to design of industrial
artefacts, as we can see in the studies of the Digital
Hydraulics Laboratory housed at UTC addressing flooding
and submersion situations.
You will also discover that the wide open domain of
connected objects is now to the forefront among the
activities of UTC’s Daniel Thomas Innovation Centre,
with two examples: on one hand, the Biomedical House
“crammed” with monitoring equipment and connected aids
implemented in the research framework of the E-Biomed
Chair of the University Health Engineering Institute
(SU-IUIS- Sorbonne Universities cluster) and, on the
other, Equisense, with its connected sensor, Balios, at the
interface of horse-riding and innovation.
We can be truly proud of our academics who fly the
colours of our University: Prof. Adnan Ibrahimbegovic,
Chair of Picardie Region Mechanical Engineering at UTC,
who has just been appointed Senior Fellow at the IUF;
Anne-Virginie Salsac, senior CNRS research scientist who
works at UTC’s BMBI Lab (Bio-Med, Bio-Engineering)
who has been elected Bronze Medallist by the CNRS
among its 2015 awards; Cécile Legallais appointed
President of the European Society for Artificial Organs.
Last but not least, Prof. Klaus Jurgen Bathe, Mechanical
Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and founder of ADINA R & D, one of the world’s most
prominent pioneers of computational mechanics who
honoured our university in accepting our honoris causa
PhD.
Let me wish all our readers, as the end-of-year festivities
draw near, the inspiration to invent and build a colourful
future for 2016: may it be a year of confidence, optimism
and solidarity. n
Professor Alain STORCK
President and Vice-Chancellor, UTC

utc
in the news
Adnan Ibrahimbegovic
appointed Senior Fellow
of IUF
Monday Oct. 19, 2015, Prof.
Adnan Ibrahimbegovic,
Chair of Picardie Region
Mechanical Engineering at
UTC, was appointed Senior
Fellow at the IUF (Institut
universitaire de France) – an institution
assigned the mission to develop highlevel research work in French universities
and to reinforce possible interdisciplinary
links. n

http://webtv.utc.fr/watch_
video.php?v=54MMHSM4R3A1

Christophe Lecante,
Godfather to the 2015 UTC
graduation ceremony

This year’s graduation ceremony took
place at the Espace Jean Legendre and
at the Imperial Theatre, Compiegne,
Saturday Nov. 21, 2015. Christophe
Lecante, this year’s Godfather delivered
an impressive, stimulating talk to the
graduates and their parents, on the theme
of innovation, perfectly in line with the
President’s address. n
http://webtv.utc.fr/videos.
php?cat=59&sort=most_
recent&time=all_time&seo_
cat_name=

CNRS Bronze Medallist
for 2015: Anne-Virginie
Salsac
Thursday Nov.5, 2015, Anne-Virginie
Salsac, senior CNRS research scientist
who works at UTC’s BMBI Lab (BioMed, Bio-Engineering) was awarded
the Bronze Medal by the CNRS among
its 2015 awards for her research work
on interactions between blood flow and
deformable structures (blood vessel
walls). n
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A Bio-Medicare
House of the Future
at the UTC Innovation Centre

While costs incurred in caring for dependent persons are constantly on the increase,
increasing efforts are being devoted to installing monitoring equipment and
connected aids. In order to test and certify the new equipment, the E-BioMed Chair
of the University Institute for Health Engineering (IUIS) has set up a scale one test
platform at the UTC Daniel Thomas Innovation Centre.

T

he cost for caring for elderly, dependent
persons today amounts to 25 billion euros
but could rise to 35 billion euros by 2060.
In this context, all the projects that aim at keeping
our seniors in good health and in their homes and
familiar surroundings are priority schemes. The
installation of a test platform at the UTC Innovation
Centre will provide for full-scale modelling of a
“life environment”, to experiment all sorts of aids
and assistance for dependent persons. With an
array of sensors (cameras, microphones, position
sensors and other, specialized devices), as well
a series of connected bio-medical apparatus, a
70m² space is subdivided into separate ‘normal
life’ rooms.

The Bio-Medicare House
of the Future...
This test facility is being developed in the
framework of the E-BioMed Chair of the
University Institute for Health Engineering
(IUIS), in a partnership with the UTC-Costech
laboratory and the Institute for Communications
Sciences (ISCC). “Partnerships already exist with
senior citizen associations or persons suffering
from diabetes, so that we could have volunteers
for the tests”, details Professor Dan Istrate, titular
holder of the E-Biomed Chair and a research
scientist at UTC-BMBI (bio-mechanics and bioengineering). The Bio-Medicare House of the
Future is currently being commissioned and will
also serve to certify various biomedical connected
devices and tools as well as health-care robots that
are being developed in various IUIS laboratories.

... will serve to test all sorts of
equipment
For example, experiments are envisioned with
the kind of sensor used to assess the quality of
sleep of elderly persons. Other tools are being
prepared, for instance, a “smart plate” that will
measure exactly the amount of food a person
ingests. “Equipment like this relates to concerns
like diabetes or obesity and proposes not only to
measure the total amounts ingested, but the pace,

the speed and frequency”, underlines Dan Istrate.
Another experimental project aims at facilitating
the movements of a companion robot round a home
– by fitting the robot with specialized sensors.
In a partnership with the Institute of Intelligent
System and Robotics (ISIR), these projects
involve using an ‘off-the-shelf’ robot that can be
programmed to carry out various domestic tasks
to aid dependent persons. “The development of
this scale one platform – built in collaboration
with the Picardie Region e-Health Cooperative
Group is not what is sometimes referred to as a
“living lab”, stresses Dan Istrate. There can be no
question here of creating a real “liveable” home,
but offering an environment that simulates the
real living conditions. Notwithstanding, a real
living lab is being assembled, to be located in
the Charles-Foix Hospital at Ivry-sur-Seine (just
South of Paris), provisionally in August 2016.
This project, financially supported by the Ivrysur-Seine Townhall, will create an experimental
environment in order to test in situ real life-related
conditions using new connected medical tools.
The aim is not to replace the UTC Innovation
Centre facility, but rather to supplement the
UTC findings and possibilities. The prototypes
will first be tested and certified in Compiegne
before the decision is taken to transfer them to
the Charles-Foix scale one laboratory. n

design

Design

through experience and interaction
If technical drawings are still used by designers, some, like Anne Guénand, research scientist and lecturer in Industrial Design
(GM-IDI) at UTC would like to introduce experimentation and interaction with ‘objects’ as early as possible in the design process.
Both a hand-on presence and sensorial interaction are integrated to the devices she has imagined, with a view to improving
the “togetherness” of all involved.

T

he question is whether the numerous tools
used to enable and enhance ‘geolocalised’
meetings - gaining in momentum as they are
– should be devoted only to looking for a soulmates or indulging in carnal pleasures? As Anne
Guénand - in charge of the specialty User eXperience
Design in the Sciences and Technologies Master’s
degree at UTC and who teaches in the Industrial
Design specialty of the Mechanical Engineering
elective major (GM-IDI) - sees it, these tools could
also serve to improve the “being together” in a wide
variety of manners. For this purpose, she has spent
several years developing innovations for specific
situations.

B-Pop, connected senior
citizens
Her first innovation, baptized B-Pop, was devolved
from the observation that as senior citizens gradually
lose their senses, they find themselves significantly
cut off from the world. B-Pop is a tool designed to
compensate for sense loss via a connected interface
that somewhat restores means to act to the user.
“Perception is the keystone to all actions and
action itself enhances perception”, explains Anne
Guénand, underscoring that the positive feedback
of perceptive experience. B-Pop allows the person
to sense the presence of nearby people and services
thanks to a Smartphone “App” and the Internet. The
user is geolocalised and all the services noted by the
“app” are notified to the user as well as the list of
relevant contacts in the platform base.

A device co-developed
with the end-users
“We realized, working for some 3 years with the
senior citizen Soiron Club, that the users did not
in fact wish to benefit from an additional technical
aid, but rather an aid to reposition themselves as
subjects who had regained a degree of autonomy”,
notes Anne Guénand. B-Pop was co-developed
with the club members – i.e., it is a bottom-up
development, inspired by the real needs expressed
by the users. Today, further development of the
device is in the hands of a start-up company, part
of the local ecosystem for innovation and creativity
in Compiegne, with the objective to provide this
service free of charge to the local seniors. “My role

consisted of initiating the project and assuring the
follow-through to see that it really came up to the
beneficiaries’ expectations”, details our research
scientist. The project – with financial support from
the Picardie regional authorities – is managed
by a steering committee that groups together the
Picardie Region, the Department Oise, Greater
Compiegne, the CCAS, UTC, the Institute Godin
and the Club Soiron.

Fragility and “universal design”
Today this device is being experimented with
various groups of senior citizens living in and
around Compiegne. This phase should then lead on
to the Oise Department, the spread to the Region, to
France and thereafter be launched internationally.
Indeed, it requires only a minimum amount of
adaptation to be useable in other countries and it
remains identical I terms of resources, whatever the
number of persons connected to the platform. B-Pop
began in 2013 as the winner of a call for a show
of interest for the social and solidarity economic
policy of the Picardie Region. “I have always been
interested in “fragile” situations and my research
in design work was focused on “universal” design”
concepts”, underlines Anne Guénand. The idea was
to design equipment that would prove useful and/
or accessible to everyone, and not leave anyone
out. As she sees things, “a good design is one that
is universal in its applications; it must comply with
the needs expressed by some, offer services to many
others and be useful to all”. An example of such a
universal design as an access ramp: absolutely vital
for handicapped persons with reduced mobility,
practical for a great many others and used by all.
According to our design specialist “France was
lagging behind the Northern European countries in
this area but is now becoming increasing aware of
the issues and ongoing changes”.

open the paths to new experiences”, says Anne
Guénand for whom design work is decidedly userexperience-driven. The Master User Experience
Design section that she heads, based on this principle,
helps students learn how to design by experience.
The so-called “Quick and Dirty mock-ups” are
rapidly put together to explore the interactions via
scenario play scenes. By ‘staging’ the inventions,
you facilitate emergence of the final shape. This
approach is based on the theory of perception that
considers the object not as something inert on a
shelf but as an object with which users interact.
“The method is creative inasmuch as practice opens
up new possibilities in terms of experiences to come
and design of new sociotechnical systems”, notes
the research worker Guénand.

T H E C H A L L E N G E O F A L L O W I N G D E P E N D E N T S E N I O R C I T I Z E N S T O S TAY

AT HOME WITH A SIMPLE DIGITISED SERVICE THAT IS EASILY

ACCESSIBLE AND FREE
For your safety, you can use B-POP to visualise and contact (if need
be) persons close by (family, friends, neighbours, and also the trades,
agents, home-care or health services
=> make a voice (=phone) call
=> send a texto
=> ask to be visited

Available

Confidentiality

user-friendly

SAFE

Innovation through experience
The concept of universal design is gaining ground
and the objects created are rather original, and
pleasant. Traditionally, a designer will start work
on a drawing before making the first object mockups, whereas universal design proposes vert rapid
experimentation of the object and its uses(s). “The
interactions you have with the object quickly
underscore the physical and operational limits and

Public and private partners,

you can become «visble» via b-pop for senior citizens !
If you wish to join the b-pop experiment, please call here !
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in the news
Unique : a university
diploma (DU) in mental
health at UTC

LinkMe up, a ‘hands-on
presence’ value
Interaction lies at the heart of Anne Guénand’s
research activities, witness her LinkMe Project.
“At conference venues, this device follows the
participants and notes their interactions, going as far
as suggesting new contacts to meet”, she explains.
LinkMe is a networking system with 150 badges,
7 sensor-equipped tables, a giant screen and an
interactive table which brings all the data
together simultaneously and in real-time. It
was initially developed in 2013, and tested
successfully at the 4th Tremplin (UTC alumni
association) godfathering event at UTC. The
event brought together some 120 persons, half
of whom were UTC alumni godfathering the
other half, viz., the students. “The device
served as a social interplay booster on the
principle that ‘the friends of my friends
are also my friends too’”, adds Anne Guénand. At
an international UTC meeting, the objective would
consist of integrating the ‘hands-on presence’ in the
core activities of the conference for the purpose of
using the data collected to set up the evening gala
dinner seat-placing arrangements.

UTC and the Maison Blanche
Mental Health Establishment (public
establishment), with a shared Directorate
(Sainte-Anne and Perray Vaucluse)
have decide to create the first University
Diploma (DU) focusing on the “quality”
factors for mental health treatments. The
Diploma contents will rely on the return-onexperience of a training course that lasted
for several years at Maison Blanche. n

10th anniversary for
UTSEUS, Shanghai

Juke Box, when gesture
marries music

December 6-7, 2015 UTSEUS is
celebrating its tenth anniversary. First
there is a Race for Friendship, followed
next day by a series of talks on: ‘When
Data makes us Walk’; ‘The Digital World:
a Fabulous Accelerator for Innovation’;
‘When products are inspired from the
Human Body’; ‘Connected Healthtoday’s revolution’, etc. n

“This new trend to possess connected objects
reflects a desire to tool up the ‘togetherness’ feeling,”
says Anne Guénand, for whom ‘togetherness’ also
means ‘sharing’, for example one’s preferred music
at an evening event. How do you compose a play-list
from music stored on peoples’ smartphones? Juke
Box is a station that can connect simultaneously up
to 6 other devices and to play their music contents.

The equipment has a very 1950s look about it,
comprising a luminous tube with a translucid ring
round it that enables the ‘disk jockey to choose
pieces by simply moving the smartphone in the
vicinity. “Here we present a device that makes
sharing music a convivial activity, with the device
reacting also to the way the ring is moved to choose
the music”, adds Anne Guénand. A brisk move
brings in a hot dance theme while a slow move sets
up a languorous, cheek-to-cheek, dance sequence.
Today, the device is in its prototype stage,
with the aim to parameter an optimal
size and an acceptable price tag. It is
elegant and unexpected design, and its
operation is simple and very intuitive.
And just like the LinkMe device above,
the Juke Box has the possibility of
invoking augmented social relationship
reality, helping to share the choices that
make the ambience of a musical evening
After 15 years at the UTC-Roberval
Laboratory, Anne Guénand moved over
to the Costech Lab to join the Cognition Research
and Enaction Design team. And today, even if
the technical dimensions in innovative work are
unavoidable, Anne still feels that creativity depends
above all other considerations on the experience
a person has, and his or her active perception of
the environment and possible courses of action
open and that remain to be invented. “Unabated
rationalization has forced industrialists to design
objects that are partly identical to others, since they
comply with a strictly technical specification, but
do not take into account sufficiently the users’ real
experience”, concludes Anne Guénand who sees
here an end to a standardization trend. Consumers
are getting sick and tired of seeing uniform products
and industrialists really need to rethink their
products and thereby, hopefully, regain a degree of
creativity. n

hypermedia
visit
new
Web-Site
donnons un sens à l’innovation
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Computational
mechanics for
engineers,
after 40 years research
Computational mechanics is absolutely necessary now and we find it used in the complete chain of rapid
product design for industrially manufactured or assembled products. Based on geometric modelling and display
technologies, plus integrating modelling and optimization tools, the applications of computational mechanics
reduce design time, limits errors and is an integral part of sustainable development thinking inasmuch as it
helps design products that are increasingly respectful of the environment.
For UTC, this specialty is not just one of the numerous domains in which the university is investing as a structure
than can be usefully integrated to teaching science and technologies. It is a specialty that was launched in
the 1970s by three pioneers: Jean Louis Batoz, Gouri Dhatt and Gilbert Touzot, and has become a key subject
matter taught at UTC, with over 300 PhDs, confirming that UTC is indeed a leader in this field.
Computational mechanics is widely used and UTC wanted to celebrate its 40 years investment by organizing a
conference Nov.26-27, 2015. The aim was to recall the pioneering days and also to update the attendees on
the latest developments and on the way modelling tools have developed here, impacting an increasing number
of areas. These tools are now commonplace in mechanical engineering industrial sectors but now extends
to numerous areas where multiphysical behaviours can be modelled. “There is still plenty of room for further
improvement, in for instance in bio-mechanics and in environmental sciences”, explains Jean Louis Batoz,
emeritus Professor at UTC who underscores the prospects that lie in physics applied to complex, multiphysics
and multi-scale environment such as urban physics.
Another key-note feature of the November conference at UTC was the award of a honoris causa doctorate
to Professor Klaus-Jürgen Bathe, one of the most eminent pioneers of this specialty. Although born
in Germany, Professor Bathe has been working for 40 now at MIT (Cambridge, USA) where
he was able to tackle some of the most fundamental aspects of the topic, as well as preparing
associate software packages for use in industry. He has authored several books,
published hundreds of papers and is involved in the editing of some
twenty international peer-reviewed journals.
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Has computational mechanics heralded

an industrial revolution?

Ever since nuclear chain reactions were modelled at Los Alamos or since digital fluid mechanics was invented
by NACA, the predecessors of NASA, back in the 1940s, to today’s systematic use of digital tools in industrial
design work, computational mechanics has gone through all sorts of stages and phases, with the constant
objective, however, of improving on the models to gain in time and precision.

T

hrough lack of time, numerous
difficulties to carry out scale-one
experiments and the advent of the
first generation of digital computers,
the end of WWII and especially the
after-effects of Project Manhattan,
signal the birth of computational
modelling. The initial investigations
consisted of simulation of nuclear chain
reaction propagation, which in turn led to
the assembly of the first atomic bombs.
When we recall that the computers of that
time took several second stop carry out
a multiplication, a major change came
in the 1970s when processing power of
computers rose significantly. Mechanical
engineering modelling tools began to
be used in industrial sectors. “At the
CETIM [technical centre for mechanical
engineering industries] and at UTC, the
first series of research work began in
1972-1975, leading to the first software
packages used by industrialists in the
1980s”, explains Mansour Afzali, Senior
Science Delegate at CETIM.

physical prototype which undergoes a
series of tests. Depending on the results
obtained, the process reiterates, sometimes
form the starting point, so that errors
detected can be corrected. “The process
can be reiterated as many times as is
necessary, until we obtain a prototype that
passes all the tests of the specification”,
underlines Mansour Afzali, adding that
modelling allows scientists to carry out
a large number of tests to avoid long and
costly iterations. Computational mechanics
has led to a two-fold reduction in the time
needed to design a car and even design
the Airbus 380 solely on the basis
of computer modelling.

Improving the
models and the
software

As and when new
computational mechanics
tools became available
in the 1980s, numerous
tests were carried out to detail the
characteristics of materials and to certify
Decomposing objects
the results of the calculations. Work like
One of the most commonly used methods
this enabled improvement to be m
is that of “finite elements” where
de on the models as well as for the
space and objects are
software. Significant testing
subdivided into ‘loops’
was carried out on software
(or elements) which are
in the 1990s to improve
Today,
the
tools
can
be
as simple as possible.
their reliability and
used to design a humble ‘robustness’. Ever
The system of
complex equations
numbers
tin can or the mechanical increasing
that characterize
of young engineers
the complete system
response off the Eiffel Tower are being trained
is obtained by
with these tools as
to climate or seismic
assembling the data
they spread through
calculated for each
industrial sectors.
events.
loop. “In the early days of
Computer sciences
computational mechanics,
develop rapidly and digital
the work consisted of making
modelling is now an integral
models ‘characterizing’ mechanical,
part of CAM software (computer-aided
physical objects and to ensuring they
manufacturing). “Progress like this,
were coherent with reality and the laws of
with increased model robustness and
mechanical engineering”, adds Mansour
homogeneous modelling approaches allow
Afzali. The objective is to model the
you to have significant time gains and
tiresome process of manual design. It
also the number of tests needed”, details
begins with a technical drawing, with
Mansour Afzali. Computational mechanics
tools are becoming more trustworthy in
which a series of calculations is made
the eyes of industrialists and have even
to ensure compliance with the laws of
become priority tools.
physics. The next step is to assemble a
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Numerous possible
solutions
The processing power of today’s
computers grows constantly and it is
henceforward possible to carry out
complex calculations to optimize products.
Given a set of parameters, constraints and
industrial objectives, the optimization
process consists of identifying the best
solutions among numerous possible
solutions. “Optimization is often due to
the work of skilled engineers because it is
necessary to make relevant decisions
at various design stages”,
explains Mansour Afzali,
for whom the contribution
of experts is necessary
to certify the results of
the computations. Faced
with a true explosion
of processing power
and with increasingly
homogenous models,
mechanical engineering
research now integrates
probabilistic approaches to
assess the life expectancy of
components that take into account the
‘variable’ factors of the design parameters
and uses. They also explore increasingly
complex materials, such as the composites.
New methods are coming on line,
enabling scientists, for example, to take
into account the speed of deformation
of materials to model material reactions
under crash-shock conditions. Today, the
tools can be used to design a humble tin
can or the mechanical response off the
Eiffel Tower to climate or seismic events.
“All the component parts of a mechanical
structure can be modelled and computed
and for this purpose, industrialists now
use computational mechanics”, adds
Mansour Afzali. This tool has become
commonplace and young engineers often
place a total yet blind trust in the method,
estimating that the results have the same
level of reliability as would be obtained
via full-scale testing. And Mansour Afzali
insists on the role of the engineers “whose
responsibility it is to verify the hypotheses
and the models used and never forget to
assess the quality of the computational
results”. n

Industrial die-stamping,

between model democracy and expertise
Die-stamping of car parts at Renault factories follows suit to a series of digital design steps that run from initial design steps
to final testing and certification. While some of these steps are standardized, and can be managed by less and less qualified
operatives, more complex operations call for the know-how and knowledge of specialist engineers.

“M

odelling, in a sense, is makebelief convincing oneself that
the work at hand is “for real”
and then trying to reproduce the same effects
in reality”, says Frédéric Mercier, research
engineer with Renault, posted to the diestamping department. This stamping operation
consists of bending (deforming and shaping)
a plane steel surface to obtain a 3D structure
which, consequently in most cases, is no longer
planar. The geometric shaping involved is not
also self-evident and, moreover, the part must
comply with a series of use requirements, such as
those compliant with crash-rests. “A good model
must, therefore, be close to reality”, explains
Frédéric Mercier. The design chain for a car
parts integrates the part design, the calculations
needed to die-stamp them, modelling of shock
characteristics. The number of full-scale tests is
significantly limited, inasmuch as most of them
are included in the modelling process.

Easier commonplace
operations
What the engineers does is to model the car
using the so-called “thin shell” finite elements
method, i.e., adapted to thin structures. This
kind of structure accounts for some 80% of
all commonplace products, with simplified
techniques and tools so that they can be
implemented by operatives after a short specialist
training session. “Use of these tools has become
‘democratic’ and the personnel with higher level
diplomas and degrees such as the PhDs and the
engineers can devote more of their time to doing
more complex tasks” adds Frédéric Mercier.

Optimisation is for the experts
One such complex task is optimization,
which has the objective to identify the best
configurations for a given list of constraints. For
example, if the target is to reduce CO2 emissions,
one improvement consists of decreasing the
weight pf the vehicle while preserving its
crash resistance and acoustic factors. Since
the last mentioned criteria are antagonistic
in terms of steel sheet thickness and rigidity,
the optimization process consists of finding

several possible solutions. Then other arbitration
criteria come into play to make the choice
among these solutions, factors such as cost or
ease of production of the part. The optimization
calculations are often more complex to carry out
when the shock resistance constraints are taken
into account. It then becomes necessary to find
the right models and the right tools in order to
avoid excessive computer time. “It is not at all
reasonable to launch a calculation process and
a computer run that will last for more than 50
hours!” details Frédéric Mercier.

Adapting to special cases
Optimization does call for some precautions
but this is partly due to the fact the standards
applicable are multiplying, are different
according to the market country, they relate
mainly to safety factors, performance levels and
the environment. “For shock situations, over a
dozen were modelled”, Frédéric Mercier, citing
the pedestrian, frontal, and car side shocks…
The needs for expertise are not just limited
to optimisation programmes but relate also to
processes such as the identification of digital
criteria to detect possible “aspect” faults or to use
of composites. Composites tend to disintegrate
under shock, a transformation of the material’s
original features. “The software packages we use
are not suitable for this kind of crash behaviour,
even if it is possible to set up ways to take this
into account”, underlines Frédéric Mercier. In
respect to potential improvements, Frédéric
Mercier also defends some personal thoughts. He
expressed, for instance, the wish that software
designers make more ‘user-friendly’, more
modern interfaces. “For example, they could
draw some inspiration from Apple and propose
haptic tools”, suggests Frédéric, who dreams of
“digital model programmes for smartphones®
and i-pads®”. On a more serious vein, another
improvement path would be in development of
models that comply the most closely possible
with the laws of physics. And, even if the
processing power of computer has risen tenfold
and more, the issue of reducing computer times
and runs is still a topical debate. n

At UTC, computational
mechanics also covers...
The Picardie Region Chair of
Mechanical Engineering

The Picardie Region Chair of Mechanical
Engineering is the result of a policy decision
by UTC to structure its engineering school
better in this field and to provide for jobs and
means to meet the needs expressed by our
industrial partners. Mechanical engineering
plays a key role in sectors like transportation
(road, rail or waterways), in energy production
and distribution, in the health and medicated
care sector. This Chair is established for
a three year tenure with the objective to
develop as many partnerships as possible,
in close liaison with the UTC Daniel Thomas
Innovation Centre and the UTC Foundation, for
the purpose of making the Chair a permanent
feature in the Region.

The Industrial Chair of Hydraulics
and Mechatronics

At the initiative of UTC’s industrial partners
and the professional trade union ARTEMA,
this Chair was created jointly by UTC and
the CETIM in 2009; it groups together
design tools, modelling capacity and
experimental test rigs and appliances in a
specialized technological platform setting.

www.utc.fr/recherche/des-chairesdentreprises
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Between democracy of uses and
extreme demands in industry
Computational mechanics, at the base of new products product perspectives or training tools, is now widely
used in industrial sectors. Nevertheless, for uses likes these, the underlying challenges and the results expected
do not necessarily imply use of the same modelling tools, nor the same skills for those who implement the
tools.

F

rom a simple ball-point pen to
the various latest Airbus A380
tat fly the world over, industrial
design always begins with a modelling
phase of the future product, on a CPU
display screen. Industrialists have a
means here not only to conceive and
shape new artefacts – thereby limiting
the need for test rig prototyping - more
rapidly and at lower costs to meet an
increasingly demanding specification as
best as possible. The object is drawn, it
mechanical properties modelled with its
environment and use constraints. From
that point on, “it becomes possible to
test large numbers of possibilities so to
optimize the design of the object with
respect to the given specification and to
the usage envisaged”, explains Professor
Francisco Chinesta, Ecole Centrale de
Nantes, a specialist in computational
mechanics.

Different expectations,
depending on the
objectives
For engineers, the difficulty in the exercise
is to identify the level of modelling best
adapted and with an objective to keeping
design time within reasonable bounds.
“Necessarily, we must adapt the model
to the objectives”, underscores Francisco
Chinesta, adding that the constraints of
reliability, standards and risks are not of
the same order for the ball-pin pen as for
the double-decker wide-body aircraft. The
difficulties meet to implement models,
to think through and correctly plan for
optimization and the computer time
needed for the calculations … all depend
on choices and decisions made at the
very start. Today, certain models are so
complex that even powerful computers
take months to calculate and come up
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with a result. “Whatever the outcome »,
adds Francisco Chinesta, “optimization
tasks may lead to a result that does not
eliminate all the risks”. The work load,
as he sees it, must be proportionate to the
complexity of then system to be modelled,
to the challenges and to the clients’
expectations. For example, “an error in
a weather forecast (say, less than a week
ahead), is still something that we find
acceptable, because we all know that the
system is highly unpredictable”,
explains our research
scientist. Challenges
and expectations
are very different,
whether it is an
aircraft or model
to train surgeons,
for specific
operations. In the
latter example, we
are not modelling
reality but we do
give the surgeons a
‘hands-on’ feeling that
is as close as possible to
real life scalpel work … The
perception here accepts a relatively
large margin of inaccuracy, and so it is not
really necessary to design a very accurate
model for this case.

and there is no need to have support from
qualified engineers”, explains Frédéric
Mercier, a research engineer who works
with the Renault Automobile Group and
is an expert in computational mechanics.
If as Francisco Chinesta imagines, the
most complex problems still require the
attention of highly qualified experts, lots
of small scale applications will appear
on the market, relatively easy to use
and possibly even downloadable to
smartphones®. The objective
here is to make modelling
a commonplace concept,
with rapid and easy
operational modes,
that need less and
less means to be
implemented.
For the qualified
engineers, the
aims should be to
learn as early as
possible to work on
concrete problems found
in industrial sectors. The
demands for better quality, less
–or zero) risks, as well as new standards
applicable , are forcing the actors involved
to make the demand and then challenges
more explicit and then to design an
adapted model to the case to hand. It
then becomes the responsibility of the
research engineers and lecturers to ensure
that there is a close connection with the
realities of the engineers’ professional
world and, consequently, to adapt the
courses accordingly, basing the exposes on
industrial reality. Perhaps this increased
awareness where industrial reality is
taken into account served as a driving
force that made UTC one of the pioneer
institutions and a current French leader in
computational mechanics. n

Perhaps
this increased
awareness where
industrial reality is taken into
account served as a driving
force that made UTC one of
the pioneer institutions and
a current French leader
in computational
mechanics.

Increasingly accessible
modelling tools
Whilst we can observe the application of
more and more stringent constraints, in
terms of safety factors in specifications,
the trend now is to democratize the tools
and workshop or design room equipment.
Using well tested and certified models
for standard optimization protocols needs
less and less skilled operatives to work
with the tools. “Today, some modelling
is carried out by specialized technicians

An era of

optimization
The sheer power of modern computers and availability of modelling tools which have become more and more reliable have
led to the development of optimization software packages. The corporate world is full of more or less specialized demands,
converging on the purpose of reducing production time, costs and improving product quality.

T

instances, different problems can be solved using
he list of intrinsic qualities expected of
the same tools. Thus software to meet
a new industrial product – silent,
the greatest number of needs was
comfortable, light, clean,
developed, and by changing the
economical, rapid, accurate,
parameters, they can be used
safer, aesthetic... is much
in a maximum number of
longer than it was before.
Optimization protocols
situations.
And, to comply with
relate not only to the world
applicable standards, and
consumer expectations can
of mechanical engineering but Increasingly
almost become a nightmare
for system designers. And
now extends to almost all specialised
only one word fits the
areas
modules
dilemma – optimize! For
an engineering designing a
Over and above ‘parametrable’,
car, the safety factors must be
generic tools, which are the closed
maximized, cost factors minimized
shop domain of research engineers,
(in production, design, utilization …), and
we see more and more specialized modules
comfort must be maximized while lowering
being developed to implement optimization
fuel consumption … and the data related to the
protocols for highly specific situations. For
problem appears as a long list of constraints and
example, the Squeak and Rattle Director
objectives to be satisfied. “The main difficulty”,
from Altair aims at minimizing the
says Hossein Shakourzadeh, scientific
friction noise and ‘squeaks’ from various
advisor with Altair, a company specialized in
pieces of equipment and which
development of modelling software packages, “is
to describe the optimization target precisely”.

Road and airborne software
One question: how are you supposed to define
“comfort”? Another: what must be taken into
account when estimating costs? There are
many questions and no really simple answers.
And the latter depend in the solutions chosen
for the new product envisioned. In order to
assist the engineers, the professional software
editors are now proposing a fairly wide range
of optimization tools… “We have to come up
with solutions that meet the needs of all our
customers, whether they build cars or planes”,
underlines Hossein Shakourzadeh. In many

can change
through time. A
typical example here is
the car dashboard, but the tool
used is not just restricted to this
particular case. “The software
used complies with a demand from
the industrialists to save time when
designing parts and it transfers certain skills
to the software editor”, underlines Hossein
Shakourzadeh. The engineer invited to design a
dashboard does not have to be an optimization
technique specialist at the same time – and
hence he/she can concentrate on the job at hand

– dashboard design. The use of optimization
packages began in the 1990s, and rely on
improvement of previous models and tools. The
attractiveness of the new tools stems in fact
from the desire expressed by the industrialists to
reduce design time, also from the economic race
that forces them to constantly renew their offer
with new products. Another important factor is
the notable increase in the number of standards
applicable to the area and the constraints
with which new industrial products must be
compliant. Optimization protocols relate not only
to the world of mechanical engineering but now
extends to almost all areas. For example “cost
optimization tools that aim both at reducing
costs as far as possible and to maximizing
product quality are now used a lot”, underscores
Hossein Shakourzadeh. Altair even proposes
a software package designed to
help companies optimize
their investments
in software
and associate
equipment. So,
r
i
lta
when shall we
©A
see the advent of
optimization tools
to optimize the use
of optimization tools?
That is the question! n

Videos of the conference
speakers on :
http://webtv.utc.fr
December 2015 //// Interactions
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Computational
hydraulics at UTC
Computational modelling is not limited to industrial artefacts. The research tea in computational hydraulics
housed by UTC applied this approach to flood situations or coastal water submersion, and also to many other
subjects that have a connection with water, waterways and navigation...

F

or the analysis of floods and coastal
submersion, public authorities
now use computational modelling
to draft policy and regulations in this
area. The computational hydraulics
laboratory (LHN) created in 2003, housed
by the UTC Roberval Laboratory is the
work place for 3 research scientists of the
French Ministry for Ecology specialists of
these issues. The group has been working
together since 1991 and focuses on the
question of risks related to water notably
faced with the needs expressed by the
Risk Prevention Directorate General.
The group also investigates river and
sea transportation, energy recuperation
from currents and waves and looks at the
consequences of impending climatic
change, in terms to rising sea levels.

Specific tools
Ever since the end of the 1970s when
computational tools specific to water
problems were being developed and
introduced at the CEREMA Directorates
for Waterways, Rivers and Maritime
Transport, Philippe Sergent, the current
Senior Scientific Officer has been working
on these questions with his LHN partners.
The REFLUX computational protocol - that
dates back to the 1980s - integrates a first
level of data organization, a computational
module and a tool to display the results.
“REFLUX was used up till year 2000 and
was then gradually replaced by the EDF
protocol “TELEMAC” details Philippe
Sergent. What is special about these studies
is the sheer volume of geographic data that
requires tools with a capacity to store and
process them. Displaying the results is also
difficult, inasmuch as the area involved
is measured in thousands of km². “Under
these conditions, the calculations are very
long compared with what we traditionally
see in the mechanical engineering sector,”
underlines Philippe Sergent. Another
specific feature of the questions is the large
number of unknowns compared with classic
modelling in industry. To illustrate, it is
impossible to take the seasonal factor into
account (effects on vegetation) when an area
is being modelled for flood risks. Existence
of hedges in built-up areas and the capacity
of the soils to absorb excess surface water
are also difficult factors to handle.

Optimizing ship
movements
Another novelty here
is to work with 3D
structures to model ship
movements. The models
serve to better understand
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the resistance to progression of a ship
in a confined volume, for the purpose
of optimizing fuel consumption. The
shallower the water under the ship’s hull,
or the narrower the navigation channel,
the higher are both water resistance and
fuel consumption. By varying the vessel
speed, gains of between 5 and 10% can
be expected. And these figures too can be
improved further if the lock management
is optimized. “For hydrodynamic models,
calculations can take up to one month”
details Philippe Sergent.

Pluridisciplinary
approaches
Other specific developments relate to
cost/benefits analyses used to optimize
the approaches needed to face potential
situations of flooding and/or submersion.
These studies require pluridisciplinary
skills in order for the economic,
environmental and societal aspects to be
taken into account properly. The major
challenges today are tied to new hydropower generation schemes, and also
to climate studies. In a general sense,
the ‘blue power’ growth implies that
all activities that appertain to the seas
and oceans (energy, mineral resources,
offshore ports, etc.) offer considerable
prospects for future LHN research.
Another strong challenge relates to
possible sea level rising over the coming
50 or 100 years. With this project in mind,
public authorities will need new tools to
help them redefine the next strategy to
follow if we want to minimize the impacts
of climate change. n

©NicolasGötz

you have
the floor

multi-physical
behaviour

Professor Klaus-Jürgen Bathe, one of the key pioneers in computational mechanics has recently been
awarded the distinction of a honoris cause doctorate by UTC. Professor Bathe was born in 1943 he was
recruited by the Department of Mechanical Engineering at MIT (Cambridge USA) in 1975. His combined
teaching, research and industrial development work have made him a world-class, reputed specialist in
the field of computational mechanics. He offers ‘Interactions’ readers his views on the specialty and its
future prospects.

electromagnetic applications, in thermo-mechanical
engineering and in fluid mechanics. Handing down
this knowledge has also been a non-negligible part
The techniques of computational mechanics consist
of my activities, with numerous university courses
of forming a computer based model
and several books edited in German,
for the purpose of modelling a real,
Russian, Japanese, in Chinese and even
physical, process. The latter can be an
Professor Klaus-Jürgen in Iranian Farsi languages.
existing reality or be incorporated in a
Bathe has already
prediction of something physical that
In engineering sciences, what
been awarded 7
may occur. To illustrate this, a model
are the challenges attached to
of the Golden Gate Bridge at San
honoris causa doctoral computational mechanics?
Francisco was established to evaluate
distinctions (over and
the bridge’s resistance to various levels
Today’s challenges focus on the
above
that conferred by infinitely small and, at the time, on
and forms of earthquake and to identify
UTC): notably from the large-scale phenomena. For example,
several configurations where the bridge
would be seriously damaged or even universities of technology modelling objects such as cells, DNA
destroyed. Computational mechanics
of Bratislava (Slovakia), strings or other nanometric structures
can be seen as the art of predicting the
brings with it new problems. These
Rzeszow (Poland),
future with a computer.
structures and phenomena implies using
Madrid (Spain), from
approaches that simultaneously require
What are your best success stories in the University of Buenos various physics specialties such as fluid
the field?
Aires (Argentina) and the and gas mechanics, electromagnetism,
physico-chemical
behavioural
We developed and finalized novel University of Cape Town or
reactions.
Large-scale
phenomena
such
computation mechanical processes
(South Africa).
a
major
bridge
construction
work
or
commonly found and used today in
understanding climates and weather
both industrial and academic sectors. It
conditions present the same order of
was this work that led to the creation
difficulties,
because
of their multi-physical, multiof a company, ADINA R&D, in 1986, where our
scale
characteristic
features.
n
development work covers a wide range of modelling
Professor Bathe, can you define computational
mechanics in simple terms?

Did you know this?

The honoris causa
doctorate is an
honorific degree
conferred by a
University. It is a
distinction for a
personality who
has significantly
contributed to
a given area or
specialty.
The previous honoris
causa degree
awarded by UTC went
to emeritus Professor
Klaus Mosbach at
the Department
of Fundamental
Biochemistry at the
University of Lund
(Sweden), in April
2013.

tools used in solid-state and structural physics, in

Interview de Klaus-Jürgen Bathe http://webtv.utc.fr
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UTC INNOVATION CENTRE / CONNECTED OBJECTS

Equisense, a marriage of

horse-riding and innovation
Over the past months, various start-ups and small business concerns have benefited from the facilities offered at the UTC
Daniel Thomas Innovation Centre, and in particular, over and above meeting rooms, from the Fab’Lab, advice on hand,
technical rigs, etc. The start-up Equisence has been a beneficiary since April 2015.

«S

ince last April, I have been working
full-time on the Equisense Project
at the UTC Innovation Centre”
says Benoît Blancher a 2015 UTC graduate Mechanical Systems Engineering (GSU). “As we
are working on a connected object and it proves
really useful to have the Fab’Lab next door, so to
speak. At UTC we can exchange with our lecturers
and professors and INPI (the French national
industrial property rights agency) is
never far away, as well as observing
other students working other
projects. The students can work
at the Innovation Centre via Lab.
or project work. Besides, since
our object is in the field of horseriding, we note that the French
Institutes for Horses, a benchmark
institution, is in Compiegne and
possesses many stables. All told, the
environment is highly favourable for
our project”.
Horsemanship is something familiar
to Benoît who has been a keen rider
for 10 years, notably in gymkhana
competitions. “What I noticed
was that there were no connected obj e c t s
in horse-riding, a sport where there are numerous
important parameters that relate to your mount’s

performance and well-being: speed, balance,
irregular gait … Following a summer placement
with another UTC graduate’s start up (designing
a lamp and smartphone hook-up), I became
interested in 3D printing and connected objects in
general”.
The first project developed at Equisense has the
code-name Balios: it is a unit that is placed on
the horse and serves to measure and analyse the
animal’s gait, to follow up its workout sessions,
even when several riders mount that horse. For
example, Balios allows you to have a precise
vision of an obstacle circuit, where both
performance and progress can be recorded:
stride length, trajectories, jump curves,
speed attained … Balios therefore is
an overall performance monitor that
helps riders to adapt their work
schedules to the horse; it is also
accurate and easy to use. “Balios
is perfect for all riders who mount
more than once a week”, adds
Benoît Blancher. “Our objective
is to enable riders, whatever their
level and horsemanship skills, to
progress and to take care of their
horses’ well-being”. [To this end, it authorizes the
riders to integrate the health care system for their
horses. A print-out is available. The vet. can also

follow the treatments he/she has administered,
notably when it comes to locomotion.
The sensor in Balios is full autonomous: it lights
up and detects when it is on a horse’s back and
automatically records the data and forwards them
to a phone, when the latter is close enough. “The
following step will be to distinguish which horse it
is on”, adds BenoÎt.
For the moment the interface is in English, French
and German and can be used to record several
horses as well as several riders. “We create a rider’s
profile and a horse profile and these can be shared
among other riders”, explains Benoît. There is also
a special interface for the trainers who can thus
follow the workouts. Also propose special offers
for professionals, notably a subscription where
they can simultaneously benefit from an extensive
series of sensors supplied under contract”. The
start-up has been testing viable prototypes for
several months now and is getting the sales model
ready for a market launch. “We raised the funds
needed this summer and we are preparing a fundraising campaign on Kickstarter, end October,
so that we can propose our equipment directly
to the American markets which tend to welcome
technological innovations”. The market launch for
the first Balios devices is planned for year 2016. n

http://home.equisense.com/fr

UTC INNOVATION CENTRE / DESIGN

A ‘green’ printer
August 25, 2015, Xavier Garcia, a student engineer in the elective specialty Industrial Design Engineering (GM-IDI) in the Mechanical
Engineering major at UTC was declared ‘finalist’ for this year’s James Dyson Award, with his ecological printer Weeprint.

X

avier had been thinking about this project
for years. When you realize, he says
that some “15 M hectares of forestland
disappear every year and it takes 10 litres of
water just to produce one sheet of A4 paper. And
yet, despite these alarming figures, our printers
spawn 15 000 billion sheets every year! I began
to set up a recycling process for old lecture-course
brochures before it dawned on me that it would be
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more efficient just to use the exact amount of paper
needed for a given job. That was how my Weeprint
project came to be.”
In numerous instances (tickets, discount coupons,
e-mail messages), one third of an A4 sheet is ample
surface, but no personal printer on the market-place
allows you to print on a variable surface. Xavier
decided to set about designing and assembling
one. “Weeprint is the name of a project I have been

working on alone”, explains Xavier. “Nevertheless,
I did have help from Antoine Lablée - one of
the students employed by the UTC Innovation
Centre’s Fab’Lab - to prepare the mock-ups. The
latter and working prototypes are essential when
you want to develop a market-ready product”.
Moreover, Xavier also received assistance from
the Engineering Design colleagues and from UTC
in general, for the purpose of accompanying and

encouraging students who wish to register for the
Awards.
In essence, Weeprint embodies a simple principle:
the printer is fitted with a roll of paper rather than
A4 batch paper sheets, and the printout is cut to
size when finished. The printer itself is made of
recycled and recyclable materials and, with a
modular design provides for simple maintenance,
making Weeprint a lasting piece of home
equipment.
As a finalist in the James Dyson Award, Xavier
will now be able to run for the International
Award, the winner of which will be announced

next Nov.10, 2015. “My intention is to continue
working on the design of Weeprint, developing
a fully operational prototype, with the help of M
Emmanuel Corbasson, head of the UTC’s GM-IDI
elective specialty. The ideal situation would be to
have an important industrial actor interested in my
project as that would lead to rapid development.”
But the student does not wish to limit his focus
to a single project. “It is already an incredible
opportunity to have the UTC Innovation Centre
so close; I have loads of other projects in mind
and I really want to make the most of the facilities
offered there before I graduate”. n

start-up / robotics

Autonomous, mobile house-plants
When we use the term ‘robotics’, we often refer to humanoid robots, drones or robotic toys. But robotics covers a domain
that reveals many other potential possibilities. The start-up Still Human with its project Ga.ia transforms our house plants
into real ‘cyborgs’!

M

athias Schmitt, who trained as an
industrial designer at the Strate
College, Sèvres (West Paris suburbs)
initiated this rather mad-cap project. “To
gain my diploma I had to develop an industrial
project and I chose the field of robotics. At first, I
thought of ‘feeding’ a robotic with a plant source
and that led me to the conclusion that plants
could gain through being connected to a robot!
Finally, I decided to make a cyborg – half-plant,
half-machine, where the plants could ‘make
decisions’”. Mathias Schmitt became associate
with another Strate College graduate to found
the start-up Still Human, and develop the Ga.ia.
Project. That was when he met Quentin Guilleus,
a UTC graduate in the major Mechanical Systems
Engineering (UTC-GSM), working as a trainee
at the Integrated Robotics Centre, Île-de-France.
Three years later, Ga.ia takes the shape of a twowheeled robotic base, with an Internet connection
and fitted with numerous sensors (hydrometry,
UV, light, temperature …). The data gathered in
real time by these sensors depend on the species
of plant, the period of the year, the weather
conditions, etc., which are picked up Internet.
Taken together, this information enables the
robot to make decisions. “For example, if the
plant needs water or light”, says Mathias, “the
robot will be able to take the decision to shift the
plant to a more suitable position. From this point
of view, Ga.ia is a real cyborg, with all the skills
conferred by robotics, viz., with the capacity to
make decisions to adapt to new situations, for
example, when nearby house furniture is moved”.
The plant pot is fitted with cameras and lasers,
to make an exact map of the room. “Ultrasonic
sensors will also warn the robot that things have
moved and that certain areas are to be avoided”,
adds Mathias. There, therefore, is no risk of the
plant colliding with a piece of furniture or an
animal. “In the beginning our project was focused

on robots installed in public access areas”, says
Mathias, “but, as time went by, we shifted focus
to domestic or enterprise-based robots that can
move round homes or houses without meeting
any problems”.
But, for Mathias and his colleagues, the robotic
plant pot does not only have the objective to
make the plant autonomous. “Currently, plants
are considered as pieces of furniture and we tend
to forget them. Now, we have plants that move
around and we are more aware that there are
alive, with their life rhythms and vital needs. We
can now experience empathy for our plants and
be more aware of the proper place for plants in
our environment”, underlines Mathias: the
team is working on reinforcement of the
interaction between plants and persons.
“If the water level is too low, the
plant will send a notification
to a smartphone or display
a message on the robot’s
front panel. The plant could
then move directly to a water
base, absorb air humidity or, via the
sensors and Internet, even “request”
a move outside the home if rain is
forecast”.
The Internet link could also enable
the cyborgs to communicate with each
other. “We envision using cloud computing
technologies to collect the information
generated, so that the robots can learn from
other robots’ error if, for example, a plant
dies! We really want to exploit robotics
as far as possible”, asserts Mathias
Schmitt. Of course, users always have the
possibility to regain control of the cyborg,
for example, to place an access interdict for
certain rooms, or on the contrary to order it

to go to a specific place.
The teams aims at commercializing several pot
sizes, from mini-plants (office size) to small
bushes (or trees). “Currently we are designing a
40 cm diameter pot, which allows you to plant an
excellent variety of plants”, adds Mathias. “We
are also developing Biom, Ga.ia’s small brother
so to speak which does the same job, but without
moving the pot, which make the price tag more
affordable, approx. 50€ compared with 300400€ for Ga.ia”. Sales of Ga.ia and Biom should
begin in 2017. “Our first marketing target will
no doubt be business companies, given that we
have lots of enquiries for hiring plants to decorate
open space offices or for special ‘events’. After
that, we do not as yet
know if we are going
to offer our products
to private customers”,
announces Mathais.
“We would welcome the
opportunity to sell our
products in flower-shops
or in garden centres”.
But, while Still Human
is
concentrated
on
development of its two
products
(Ga.ia
and
Biom), it is also looking at
international
prospects.
“We are thinking about
developing our business
in Asia, notably in
Japan and Korea”,
says Mathias, “given
that these two counties
welcome both plants and
robots”. n
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A new President for the

European Society for Artificial Organs

Sept. 2015 saw the election of Cécile Legallais – a specialist in health technologies – to preside over
the European Society for Artificial Organs (ESAO). Her commitment to this learned society goes back some time now
and here she now is at its head; ESAO, we recall is an association devoted to development of research in organ replacement
technologies. The actors here are scientists, clinical practitioners, industrialists and academics.

E

lected in September 2015, Cécile Legallais,
senior CNRS research scientists, posted
to UTC, will sit in the President’s chair as
of September 2017. ESAO is a learned society
with between 450 and 550 members all involved
in research work on artificial replacement organs
and it has the particular feature of providing for
a two year lead-time between the election of
a new President and the latter’s taking office.
This election underscores Cécile Legallais’ high
commitment for over 10 years as a Member of the
Steering Committee, then as Secretary General of
this association, created in 1974. Cf. http://www.
esao.org

Multiple domains and actors
“The main objective of ESAO is to develop and
coordinate research into artificial organs in
Europe”, recalls Cécile Legallais, insisting on
the importance of encouraging and enhancing
exchanges among clinical practitioners and more
theoretical research scientist. To this purpose, the
association ESAO organized a yearly conference
so that members can benefit from a global
and transverse visions of the field. All sorts of
specialty attend and the participants come from
both the academic and industrial worlds. Seen in
terms of research possibilities, the field does cover

a number of significant disparities. “The actors
in applied research are sometimes difficult to
mobilize to develop new medical devices to meet
today‘s needs, more or less satisfactorily met by
existing apparatus and equipment”, underscores
Cécile Legallais. As an example, if we reckon
that some 3 million patients with liver disorders
today rely on external blood cleansing equipment
(haemodialysis), le latter is nonetheless very
stringent in use, calling for regular immobilization
lasting several hours each time. This kind of
treatment is worrisome process for patients, and
yet research in this particular sociality is not
progressing. Associate business concerns are not
always convinced by the potential gain that could
come from adopting more recent techniques, in
terms of benefits/risks.

Organs or artificial functions
Today the target is to compensate for the functions
executed by our organs rather than design new
artificial organs that faithfully reproduce the
natural organs”, explains Cécile Legallais. For
the kidneys, compensatory filtering comes via
external haemodialysis equipment, whereas for the
heart, we tend to use either an internal or external
pump rather than a complete heart. In France, only
three Carmat ‘complete heart prostheses’ have
been implanted so far. “And certain organs such

as our liver, have functions that are so complex
that today we simply cannot envision designing
a suitable artificial substitute,” underlines the
research scientist.

Making use of natural,
specialised cells
One of the difficulties met when implanting an
artificial replacement organ inside a patient’s body
s that of the biocompatibility of the materials in
contact and in particular in joining up the body’s
blood vessels to the device input/output tubes.
“These are question now being investigated as is
the fabrication of tissue”, adds Cécile Legallais.
Controlling material structures at both micro
and nanometric scales allows us to assemble
‘function-intensive’ surfaces that can serve as
supports on which biological tissues can be
grown. Tissue reconstruction research is now
entering experimental phases. Work on cells and
tissues opens up new horizons in bio-artificial
organs research. While, for a long period, we
were seeking to make new mechanical devices to
compensate for a failing organ and well-identified,
specific functions, research scientists today are
wondering how they can make the most of the
function specialized cells which naturally ensured
those functions under normal conditions. n

international / innovation

The three pillars of an

innovation-intensive ecosystem

What ingredients allow us to say that a territory is ‘innovative’? The presence of a research and development pole seems
primordial. But to promote and stimulate such a pole, the ‘Centrality of Territories’ programme focuses on two other pillars
needed for the development of an innovation intensive ecosystem: the territorial and large-scale built-up area context and
existence of a nearby airport that welcomes low cost airlines.

W

hat do cities like Bergamo, Cambridge,
Charleroi, Gerona, Lubick, Santander
or Compiegne have in common? They
all represent medium sized built-up areas and
share a set of criteria in terms of their ratio with
innovation. “Five main criteria have been accepted
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as significantly useful to study ecosystems which
have innovation-intensive development policies”,
underscores Thierry Gidel, research scientist
and lecturer at UTC, involved in the Centrality
of Territories programme which brings together
actors from the seven cities above. Among

their similarities, each has a population of less
than 500 000 inhabitants, a proximity with
a large metropolitan area, the existence of a
university centre, a historic and attractive towncentre and an international airport where lowcost companies are accepted. The objective of

Centrality of Territories consists of analysing the
various ingredients of these ‘territories’ and their
interactions that encourage the development of
the innovation-intensive ecosystems.

Attract and retain research
scientists and engineers

cost company Ryanair, the Mayor of Bergamo,
the Deputy Director of Beauvais Airport and the
President of UTC, Prof. Alain Storck, there were
numerous experts in urban economics, tourism
and from land planning agencies, plus research

... and as many, varied
projects

While the “innovative” factor is especially
underlined by Thierry Gidel and his colleagues,
Michaël Vicente and Véronique Missérie - both
of whom are research scientists at UTC – insist
on “tourism” and “smart city” factors. As Thierry
Gidel sees things, “these differing points of view
are related inasmuch as a city can only develop
its capacity to innovate if it proves attractive to
creators, engineers and other actors needed to
drive any form of innovation”. It then become
important to propose a culturally attractive
local life-style and to ensure that regular, low
cost international travel is affordable. Three
ingredients that call for analysis are the built-up
area context, thee transportation infrastructures
and the Research and Innovation poles.

Numerous, varied actors …
Subsequently, the actors identified should be
involved in analysis of all the ingredients of urban
ecosystems. This diversity of actors transpired
at the most recent conference organized by the
University of Bergamo, September 24-25, 2015
where the attendance was in excess of 150. Apart
from the presence of representatives of the low-

made of factors such as creativity, mobility and
land planning so as to structure a European scaled
territorial network. “Our objective is to better
understand the role of these three ingredients on
a local scale, on an urban scale and a territorial
scale”, adds Thierry Gidel.

scientists and engineers from a wide range of
specialties and also several elected personalities.
The attendees were able to exchanges their
experience and to reinforce the analysis they

The research work carried out by Thierry Gidel
and his colleagues focus on the role played by a
university of technology seen as a key factor in
the development of a local innovation-intensive
ecosystem. They reveal that territories evolves as
a function of different dimensions. Factors such
as engineering training courses, infrastructures,
urban attractiveness and proximity of a large
metropolitan area, as well as the capacity to ‘use’
a medium-sized built-up area as an experimental
laboratory. The Centrality of Territories
programme has generated several research
projects that will be conducted in each territory of
the group. In order to homogenize local research
with a plurality of actors, a series of workshops
will be organized to see how the projects can be
structured and to deduce a work methodology.
Indeed, it is vital that the observations and the
way the data are processed are harmonized, so
that later, meaningful comparative conclusions
can be drawn from this research work. n

VIE (INTERNAtIONAL VOLUNTEERS IN ENTERPRISE)

From UTC-GB Grad.

to Lean Manager in Vietnam

With her university training in Bio-engineering (UTC-GB), followed by management studies, Julie Le Bourvellec joined the Decathlon
Group in Vietnam in the framework of a VIE (international volunteers for enterprise) programme. So, what is her mission there? It
consists of improving a supplier’s production to the Group.
example, how to work in groups and “notably how
to work with local personalities and to see that
they sometimes have different ways to do things
than we do”, she says, adding that in fact she had
not imagined becoming a bio-engineer.

Vietnam
©Decat hlon

D

ecathlon is an industrial and commercial
brand group that proposes a vast range of
attractive sports items to its customers,
and also enables young engineers to enjoy their
first industrial experience outside the usual
run-of-the-mill positions. “For the past year I
have been in charge of organizing the production
output of one of the Group’s partners, with 2
000 personnel”, explains Julie Le
Bourvellec, posted currently to
Decathlon Vietnam, under a VIE
agreement
(VIE=international
volunteers
for
enterprise).
After graduation from UTC
with the elective major BioEngineering, this young lady
made the most of the transverse
MPI elective specialty to focus on management
of innovative projects. “The MPI elective specialty
makes students aware of the issues of project
management, in different sectors and types
of project”, she underscores. She learned, for

From ‘Bio-engineering’
to Management

After a 6-month placement in
Iceland, working as a junior research
scientist, studying the marine life
eco-system (notably in the culture
and identification of sea bacteria),
Julie chose to do a specialist
Master’s degree at the prestigious
Ecole Centrale Paris (Industrial Management,
Projects and Supply Chains) and immediately
after, she left for Cambodia for another 6-month
placement in production management at a textile
factory. She was then recruited by Decathlon
Vietnam as a ‘Lean Manager’ for their Textile

Department. She and her team work on a daily
basis with a supplier of Decathlon with the aim to
improve its production.

Beyond the question
of languages
“My assignment costs of analysing how the factory
is operated as a whole, from cloth cutting, stock
management and to production line assembly.
Her objective is to improve on the processes
involved, the tools and methods”, explains Julie
Le Bourvellec. As we may imagine, none of the
workers speaks English and Julie has to resort
to hand signals, drawings and a smattering of
Vietnamese to try to make herself understood on
the shop-floor. “Fortunately for me, my Decathon
colleages who speak English are always on hand
to help out with our exchanges with the partner”,
she underscores without, however, showing any
emotions in respect to this somewhat complicated
situation. Julie admits that is often difficult to be
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in the news
correctly understood, beyond the language barriers.
‘Understanding’ people is a key word in this sort of
job, because ‘lean management’ is a management
culture base on employee participation in
management decision talking processes.

Did you say “lean
management”?

agenda
interactions.utc.fr • www.utc.fr

Doctoriales Day - Sorbonne Universities
Cluster
December 7-11, 2015
This year’s ‘Doctoriales’ Day will be
open to all PhD students in the Sorbonne
Universities Cluster so that they can
inform themselves about innovation
processes, discover in practice how they
are implemented and to learn about team
work for innovative projects and about
how PhDs are employed …
Open Day at UTC
Saturday Dec. 12, 2015
As it does every year, UTC will organize
an Open Day, Saturday Dec. 22, 2015 to
enable secondary school students who
might want to come to UTC, with their
parents, to attend a series of lectures,
giving information about the admissions
procedures, placements and possibilities
to do internships abroad. A novelty this
year will be that the UTC Innovation
Centre will notably welcome then local
UTC associations and other innovations
by lecturers. A second Open Day will take
place Saturday, March 12, 2016.
Christophe Lecante will raised to the
rank of Officer in the French National
Order of Merit
December 22, 2015
Tuesday Dec 22, Christophe Lecante,
Godfather for the UTC 2015 diploma
awards ceremony will be decorated with
the insignia of his rank by Ms Genevieve
Fioraso, Member of Parliament for Isere
and former Minister for Higher Education
and Research.
2nd Edition of TEDxUTCompiegne
January 19, 2016
Following suit to the success of the
previous edition, TEDxUTCompiègne
will organize a second series of lectures
on the theme “Horizon 2050 – Innovation
and Society” at the UTC Daniel Thomas
Innovation Centre
www.tedxutcompiegne.com
The AGORA Quality Assessment Seminar
January 22, 2016
‘AGORA Qualité’ is an event that
encourages and enhances exchanges on
Quality Assessment, with representatives
of the corporate world, experts, graduates
and students.
www.agoraqualite.fr
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This management technique originated in Japan,
and implies the presence on the production
workshop floor of the lean manager whose role
it is to observe the production line situations and
to take the local working conditions into account.
The objective is to transform previous practices
and eliminate those that do not bring any added
value, to make savings and avoid wastes. This

lean approach is applied to the way equipment is
operated, to work post methods, task organization
and to the overall operating scheme. “We have
a rather special role in the supplier’s factory”,
explains Julie Le Bourvellec, “Decathlon is
both client and partner and helps its suppliers to
continuously improve their production”. A special
relationship exists in a no les special context: the
supplier‘s entire production output goes to a single
client- Decathlon. Julie Le Bourvellec has been
in Vietnam for a year now and has signed up for
a one-year extension to her VIE agreement. She
would thereafter like to continue the Decathlon
adventure in South-East Asia, perhaps in countries
like India and China. Regional development is a
strategic policy choice for the Decathlon Group
and could offer our young lady new challenges and
interesting career prospects. n

research / health

Molecule banks help discover medicinal drugs

against leukaemia
Why not imagine randomly test screening millions of molecules to seek out the
rare formula that could interact efficiently with a protein targeted in leukaemia
patients? This is the original approach adopted by Bérangère Bihan-Avalle and
her research team that led to the lodging of a patent claim for two molecules that
potentially might prove attractive in the fight against chronic leukaemia.

I

n the field of medical research, chance
occasionally plays a role. If the staphylococci
bacterial culture studied by Alexander Fleming
in 1928 had not been contaminated by a wind-borne
fungus penicillium notatum [his lab. neighbour
and assistant had inadvertently left the window
open during the night], he probably would not have
discovered that very important antibiotic penicillin.
But serendipity is not the leitmotiv of the approach
developed by Professor Bérangère Bihan-Avalle,
in charge of the theme Molecular Diversity and
Biocatalysis, in her efforts to discover new molecules
to fight leukaemia. Nonetheless, there is a random
factor in her work. “Our team is specialized in using
molecule banks with millions or even billions of
samples, so that we can identify those that potentially
could interact with a predefined target”, explains
the research scientist – who indeed recently was
successful in identifying two molecules that could be
uses in cases of chronic myeloid leukaemia.

A proliferation of
undifferentiated cells
Leukaemia are cancers of white blood cells that can
be different depending on the type of cell affected.
Among these there are the myeloid cells or the
lymphocyte cells which play an important role in
our immunity system. These cell undergo genetic

mutations or chromosome translocations (where DNA
fragments shift from one chromosome to another)
and lead to an unusually high protein presence (e.g.,
the STAT5** protein) which is a factor for genetic
transcription and inter-cell signalling systems. When
constantly activated, this protein is responsible for
anarchic cell proliferation which is the symptom
of leukaemia. The cells totally invade the bone
marrow and then the patient’s blood stream.**signal
transducer and activator of transcription.

Multiplying the number of
potential molecules
In a partnership with the Oise Department Ligue contre
le Cancer (a charity fund) and with financial support
from the Picardie Regional authorities, Bérangère
Bihan-Avalle and her team use oligonucleotide (DNA
fragments) banks seeking those that could have an
effect on cancer cells. In vitro, the scientists have
tested millions of “candidates” to isolate those that
may interact with the famous STAT5 protein. “Our
objective is to screen synthesized oligonucleotide
banks randomly with the hope that we shall find
candidates capable of inhibiting or inactivating the
STAT5 protein”, explains Bérangère Bihan-Avalle.
Two molecules have indeed been identified in the
process and are being tested currently to evaluate
their effects on proliferation of leukemia cells.

Avoiding any
preconceived ideas
“Our approach had the advantage of
allowing us to begin work without any
a priori ideas about the molecules we were
seeking”, underscores Bérangère Bihan-Avalle
who hopes to discover some innovative medicinal
substances. The method is very different from
that used in the pharmaceutical sector actors who
generally take their inspiration from an already
known molecule and derive a variant that proves
more efficient or better adapted to the case, disorder
or illness. Using molecule banks enables you to
discover substances that it would be difficult to

conceive via a rational approach. Today’s
medicinal drugs used to fight leukaemia
unfortunately only have limited
efficiency. The current rate runs
between 80% and 30% depending on
the type of leukaemia. There is no
drug as yet that specifically deals
with the STAT5 protein.

Taking action in the
heart of the cells
Two molecules are subject to a patent claim procedure
at the moment, but the work continues, notably to
understand how these molecules can operate inside
the targeted cells. “One difficulty resides in trying
to ‘design’ an active molecule capable of penetrating
the cell membrane without altering its action
capacity on the protein”, explains Bérangère BihanAvalle, who adds that this thrust of her research has
only just begun. In the long run, it is envisages that

the team will be able to test the molecules identified
on human tumours transplanted to animals, if and
when partnerships in this direction have been agreed
with the pharmaceutical laboratories interested. For
the moment, her research is entering its preliminary
phase but with the prospect of a development
period lasting some ten years. “We need to take
our time to characterize the molecules we shall
have identified and to publish the research results
before we set up any partnership with a private
sector laboratory”, concludes Bérangère BihanAvalle, whose opinion it is that industrial pressure
could prove counterproductive. Research on these
oligonucleotides potentially capable of acting on
targeted proteins is too recent and, as such, has made
the pharmaceutical laboratories relatively reticent,
for the time being. To date, only one molecule of this
category has been made into a medical drug. n

Laboratoire GEC : http://webtv.utc.fr > Nos
séries > Les laboratoires de recherche

sorbonne universités / health

Fruit flies in anti-cancer research
The objective assigned to the ROBUST Project is to study the stability of cell cycles in Drosophila (or aka fruit flies) and thereby
update the gene networks involved in the process. This is the first collaboration between the UTC Applied Maths Laboratory (LMAC)
and the Development Biology Laboratory (LBD) at UPMC (University of Paris 6 – Pierre & Marie Curie); each team had to adapt to
the work methods and protocols of the other team...

I

nvestigations on cell cycles are legion,
notably because they relate to cancer
research programmes. This is indeed the
framework for the ROBUST project, financially
supported after a call for projects launched by the
Sorbonne Universities Cluster (SU) in 2014. “In
fact, it was the UPMC-LBD Lab who contacted
us, with the proposition that we model part of
their research work”, recalls Ghislaine
Gayraud, a research scientist at UTCLMAC,
The project - jointly initiated by
Ghislaine Gayraud, Pascal Moyal
(who is also a research scientist at LMAC),
Frédérique Peronnet and Michel Gho (senior
research scientists at the LBD) – started
in October 2014 and was planned for one
year. This study of cell cycle stability calls for a
model, developed by Michel Gho’s team, of the
mechano-sensorial bristles on the drosophila’s
thorax. “The cells that compose the bristles
on the fly’s thorax undergo a special cell cycle
known as an “endocycle””, explains Frédérique
Peronnet. «These cells correctly replicate their
genetic material, but do not subdivide, becoming
‘polyploid’. Polyploidy is associated with a
higher cell growth rate; hence, we can deduce
that the length of the bristle is proportionate to
the number of endocycles is has undergone by its
cells and the variation in bristle size also signals

variations in the number of endocycles involved”.
The ROBUST Project models the distribution
of bristles on the fly’s body, integrating bristle
development through time. The resulting growth
pattern is filmed in Michel Gho’s lab and the
bristles are visualized using various fluorescent
markers. “Thanks to this experimental set-up,
we are able to follow the number of
endocycles and hence the progression
of bristle formation”, details Michel
Gho. Modelling the genesis of bristles
allows us to better understand the
development of these sensory organs.
The observations are then carried out
under reference conditions those
corresponding to “normal” flies and
again under conditions where protein
cyclin G has an induced deregulation,
disturbing the normal function. “Cyclin G has
been a well-preserved protein during evolution,
notably in vertebrate animals, with its two forms
(G1 and G2)”, explains Frédérique Peronnet. “It
now has been shown that they can be deregulated
in numerous carcinogenic processes, without our
understanding what is the cause of the disturbance
or the consequence, i.e., the development of a
cancer. Our study aims at characterizing the role
of this protein in the stability of the cell cycles?
We use drosophila because we know it only
hosts one cyclin G and that greatly simplifies

out investigations. The films we make will show
the dynamics of the endocycles for each cell,
depending on whether it contains a deregulated or
non-deregulated cyclin G, and in this way we hope
to identify the final effect on bristle growth and
what genes precisely are involved in the growth
patterns observed, “ adds Ghislaine Gayraud. “If
the number of endocycles decreases, there will
be less large cells and the bristles will be either
truncated short or simply absent”.
Lastly, the gene networks necessary for bristle
development will be identified, by studying the
differences in gene expression in the cells that
precede growth of the bristles, under normal
conditions and when the Cyclin G is disturbed.
“Gene graph studies are developing rapidly
today”, asserts Ghislaine Gayraud. “In our
particular study, probably only several hundred
genes were involved. That already is quite a
large amount for a graph study, especially when
there are lots of nodes, viz., the genes, but not
that many significant links among them”. Once
the gene characteristics have been identified, new
experiments could be conducted for the purpose
of identifying more precisely their function in
bristle growth, as well as teaching us more about
the role of the cyclin G. n

Laboratoire LMAC : http://webtv.utc.fr >
Nos séries > Les laboratoires de recherche
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Very Best
Wishes for 2016

To herald in the New Year, this UTC issue of Interactions proudly “flies the colours” »
Rendez-vous at www.utc.fr/voeux2016, download our 2016 Greeting card, and learn how to colour
your future, as you wish!
And you can take part in our social network competition and try to win a SensorWake® (perfume alarm clock),
invented by a UTC student, Guillaume Rolland, and first French finalist of the 2014 Google Science Fair.
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Presented by Toby,
UTC’s ‘Visitor from
the Future’
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‘Digital Factory’

With his engineering diploma (and a specialty: design and
innovation of bio-products), Charles Foucault is today the Chief
Editor of an information web-site ‘*L’Usine Digitale’ [The Digital
Factory], and has a track-record where science and technologies
have always been in the sunlights.

e could have grown lettuces on Mars … and now he is
Chief Editor of the information web-site ‘L’Usine Digitale’,
a subsidiary and spin-off of ‘L’Usine Nouvelle’ which is
specialized in the digital economy. He gained his engineering
diploma at UTC in the elective major ‘Biotechnologies’ and was
first hired by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2007 as a Young
Graduate Trainee (research). You may wonder – what is a bio-product
design specialist doing in the space sector? “For long manned spaceflights, it is simply impossible to carry enough food or oxygen with the
launch and transfer spacecraft”, Charles Foucault explains. The only
viable alternative is to grow the vegetables and use them to recycle the
CO2 and metabolic wastes. “Now that was really exciting research
work”, says Charles Foucault, who nonetheless adds that after a burst
of initial enthusiasm, the science involved rapidly became “an exercise
in jewellery” which proves long and often repetitive. Modelling the
populations of bacteria needed to effectively grow salads in a spacecraft calls for a 20 year long research programme.

see how business models and organizations charts could change in a
digital word. “The success stories of companies like Uber or Airbnb
are not just due to development of an efficiency technology but also
- and above all - to a new way to meet needs expressed”, explains
Charles Foucault. Today 8 reporters work at L’Usine Digitale, all
keen observers of what digitalizing activities brings to all sectors.
Every month close on 700 000 individual visits (hits) are registered.
The parent magazine L’Usine Nouvelle is also expanding rapidly and
registers over 1.7 million hits/month.

… and ‘uberising’ the State
Today we observe that the valorisation of the Paris Stock Exchange
CAC-40 index has been matched by that of ‘GAFA’ (Google, Apple,
Facebook and Amazon) and that a new generation of enterprises now
surf on new business models, commonly referred to as the ‘NATU’
(Netflix, Airbnb, Tesla and Uber). “Several projects have as their aim
to connect the entire planet ‘from the sky’”, notes Charles Foucault,
who sees the digital revolution affecting not only the business world
but Society itself and impacting “even the notion of work”. As he sees
Chief Editor at 30 years of age
things, these disruptive models no longer target clients but communities
UTC officially trains engineers but the university also offers
that can be monetized and even used to create added value (the
opportunities to budding authors. “One day, an ex-UTC colleague BlaBlaCar drivers, for example). “Another major trend is the economy
who had seen the two musical comedies I wrote while at UTC – came
which is gradually being built round data and better knowledge of the
to my lab. and asked why I hadn’t envisage becoming a scientific
end-users”, notes Charles Foucault for whom “Google is developing
journalist”, says Charles Foucault … “I had never thought about this
its ‘Google (self-drive) car’ not to sell vehicles but to make the most of
possibility …”. So, after giving this idea some consideration, Charles
the driver’s new free time (and that of the other passengers too)”. The
registered for the competitive examination to be admitted to the ESJdriver et al become end-users that the company will try to conserve in
Lille where he took the elective to become a scientific reporter. He
its environment as far as is possible. “Connected objects and personal
gained his ESJ diploma in 2009 was rapidly hired by the magazine
monitoring will have a real impact on the health sector industries via
Industrie et Technologies. He next moved to join Air & Cosmos,
an earlier detection of problems and improved work conditions and
in charge of the Space news section of this aeronautical and space
hence a better rationalization of investments”, adds Charles Foucault.
magazine and then to L’Usine Nouvelle to manage and monitor their
Such
monitoring
techniques,
usinenouvelle.com web-site, accept
however, do raise problems related
the challenge to create a new BtoB
to the private sphere and employee
medium in the digital world. “How
bio EXPRESS
could I turn down a piece of luck
surveillance. With problems like
like this – knowing that I‘ve always
these on their way, the Chief Editor
2006 : Placement at Serono (later Merck) and validation of
been a bit of a geek …?” adds Charles
of L’Usine Digitale suggests that we
his engineering diploma from UTC- major Biotechnologies
Foucault, who is now firmly seated
‘uberise’ the State services, which
2007 : Young Graduate Trainee at the European Space
at the Chief Editor’s desk, at the age
he feels are not sufficiently reactive
Agency (ESA)
of 30.
faced with impending innovations
2008 : Applied to Ecole Supérieure de Journalisme (ESJ),
and transformations. Questioning
Lille in the elective specialty ‘Scientific reporting’
Transforming business models …
the legitimacy of salaried work and
2009 : Graduated from ESJ- Lille
L’Usine Digitale was launched in June
all new forms of activity that stem
Journalist at Ouest France, followed by Industrie et
3013 with the banner slogan “When
from digital technologies requires
Technologies
the digital world reinvents industry”.
that our leaders decide and propose
2011 : Deputy Chief Editor for Industrie et technologies
The project got under way very
regulatory frameworks failing which,
2012 : In charge of the Space section of Air & Cosmos
quickly and attracted the attention
predicts Charles Foucault, we are
Chief Editor of the L’Usine Nouvelle web-site
of professionals from sectors outside
heading for a pervasive economy
2013 : Chief Editor of L’Usine Digitale
industry – they too were interested to
with no rules whatsoever. n
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